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At Monday’s monthly meeting of President Stokes’ Executive Cabinet, we heard great
presentations about two topics I found especially important and relevant. Dr. Gabriel
Lopez, Vice President for Research, introduced us to the three Grand Challenges which
will lead interdisciplinary research at UNM in directions that will allow for meaningful
results across local, national and international populations. The three Grand
Challenges all address issues of critical importance and include sustainable water
resources, successful aging, and substance use disorders. We look to the future with
hopes that UNM-Gallup might be a future site of a Grand Challenge.
A second presentation was made by the Office of Equal Opportunity about Title IX
progress and interim measures. Angela Catena’s talk emphasized the rights and
responsibilities of our university in regards to sexual misconduct allegations. I strongly
embrace the morals and ethics of our universal Title IX civil rights compliance for all of
our people, all the time.
Please click below for the full slide decks from both presentations, as well as the
agenda for the Executive Council meeting.

Student Art Exhibit
I thoroughly enjoyed viewing the spring student art exhibit at the Ingham Chapman
Gallery during Tuesday night’s reception. We have such a richly talented group of
students and faculty who cultivate their talents. It was a wonderful evening. The Art
Student Collective offers students the opportunity to develop their skills and showcase
their fine work.

Scholarship Award Ceremony
Wednesday allowed us to honor all of our student scholarship recipients and celebrate
the fact that UNM-Gallup gives out millions of dollars in scholarships each year. It was
also an honor to have some of our donors at the ceremony so we could thank them and
they could see firsthand the difference they make in the lives of our students. As I
watched the students cross the stage, I was so proud of their accomplishments as well
as the generosity of donors who believe in making dreams come true. Please click
below for the full listing of UNM-G scholarship recipients.

Division Chairs
As we ready for several “changing of the guard” moments, I was happy to share a meal
with the outgoing and incoming division chairs and their staff on Thursday. Many
thanks to Irene Den Bleyker, the retiring chair of the division of education, health and
human services, for hosting the pizza and salad luncheon in the dean’s conference
room. We welcome the new chairs and wish everyone a great upcoming semester and
academic year.
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McKinley Academy Graduation Dinner
I thank the students and administration of the McKinley Academy for the invitation to
join them for a celebratory dinner Thursday night as they commemorated their first
graduating class. We appreciate the opportunity to work collaboratively with McKinley
Academy to make higher education available to a wider audience.

Members of the first McKinley Academy
graduating class.

CCTE Recognition Ceremony
Congratulations to the students of our Center for Career and Technical Education who
were recognized Friday for their achievements in a wide area of programs. Principal
Ann Jarvis noted the wide reach of the CCTE programs and the impact the students
have within the community. The UNM-Gallup SkillsUSA chapter was recognized for
their outstanding performance at the recent state competition.

Online Instructor of the Year
It was my great honor to accompany and cheer on Dr. Shirley Heying Friday as she
accepted her award as the “Online Teacher of the Year” from the UNM Center for
Teaching Excellence. This is a tremendous accomplishment for Dr. Heying and a
strong testament to the positive impact she has made on learning, especially across a
variety of channels. Teaching excellence is one of the platforms we stand on here at
UNM-Gallup and many thanks to Dr. Heying for publicly demonstrating that value.
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